
WMYLC U7 All Girls “Pony Tails”   1 March 2016 

2016 Rules for WMYLC U7 All Boys Lacrosse  
(“Pony Tails Division”)   

U7 All Girls Lacrosse Rules and Regulations 

U7 All Girls Games are played by WMYLC U9 Girls rules with the following exceptions and 
clarifications: 

1. Teams play 5v5 Spread them out to start 1 Attack, 3 Midfielders, 1 Defense for the start 
of play when there is a Faceoff. (Experimental rule for 2016).   

2. Attack/Defense players do not need to remain back on each half of the field. 
(Experimental rule for 2016).   

3. There is no goalie at U7. 
4. Regulation Girls stick required, but the stick length can be shortened to match the player.  

No ministicks nor “Fiddlesticks” with smaller head sizes.  
5. NO STICK CHECKING.  None.  Teach good defensive body position.  A defensive 

player may block the shot of a player by placing their crosse at the point of release of the 
shooter’s crosse.  If the player initiating the contact between the crosses is the shooters, 
it is not a “check”. 

6. No intentional body contact between players. No pushing or body checks.  Boxing out 
around a ground ball is permitted, but the player shall not back into another player in an 
overly assertive manner.  

7. Two (2) pass attempts must be made before a shot can be taken. The two pass attempts can be 

made anywhere on the field.   Coaches will call out pass attempts (1 pass, 2 pass). If the 

opposing team gains possession of the ball regardless of the pass count, the pass count resets to 

zero. (ie A missed pass with scooped ball by any other member of the same team that 
threw the ball is a successful transition.) Dumping a ball out of one stick into another 
directly stick pocket is not a pass.  

8. Two coaches on field act as refs and stop play to instruct.  Use a Whistle or call “STOP- 
STOP-STOP”.  Players should stay in current field position unless instructed to take 4 
steps back.  

9. Four 10 minute quarters.  2 min break between quarters, 10 min half time. Running clock. 
10. No field players in the crease.  Since there is no goalie, a ball in the crease is dead ball 

and shall be given to a defensive player out to side of the crease area. 
11. If a pack develops around a ground ball and the ball does not emerge quickly, the closest 

coach shall stop play.  This is to prevent injuries.  After a stopped play.  Use alternating 
possessions between teams when breaking up the pack. 

12. Coaches on the field must manage the shooting space.  Teach your offensive players to 
clear out of the 8M Arc and the defenders to guard the players, with no more that 2 
defending the ball and you will solve most of the problems with girls bunching up in 
front of the goal in shooting space.  

13. U7 Girls play with a yellow regulation lacrosse ball.  Teach the girls that they are 
responsible for the ball when it leaves their stick.  It is a penalty call dangerous propelling 
if the ball hits another player... and it hurts! 

14. Coaches shall keep it fun for both teams!  No score shall be kept.   


